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By Hans Lundberg and R. Grlmes- 
Graeme, respectively, president and 
chief geologist. Hans Lundberg, Ltd.

(This article is re-printed from 
the November, 1939, issue of Min
ing and Metallurgy, the official or
gan of the American Institute of 
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers)

sition with respect to the water 
table or source of moisture.

It was also noted that rocks that 
exhibit a marked parallelism of 
their tabular crystals or grains are 
electrically anisotropic, in that they 
conduct currents more readily in 
one plane than in another. The 
parallelism may be primary, pro- 

When geophysical methods were du(*d bv deposition or molten flow, 
first employed' in the search for or 11 b? « secondary structure,
ore deposits and oil accumulations, »..posed by metamorphism on sedi- 
it was hoped that they would pro- military and igneous rocks alike, 
vide a direr, means of locating The resistivity of such rocks Is
such concentrations. Magnetized "> P'f"« Para\,e 10 tbp l0"*
needles were used long ago in pros- axes of tabular crystals and grains 
peeling for magnetic iron ore. and and » rt'a‘hes a max,mum at r.ght 
soon after the discovery of galvan- anfles‘
ism in about 1790 attempts were II1 numerous instances, magnetic 
made to find concentrations of val- anomalies were observed in the field 
liable minerals electrically. Evi- which cannot be explained by the 
dence indicating that the early »** of magnetism as evolved in 
geophysical instruments were re- lbe laboratory and which have com- 
garded merely as improved divin- acceptance Definite evidence
ing or dowsing rods is to be seen indicates that the subject of mag- 
in the names ’‘mineral finders.” netism is considerably more com- 
“ore finders,” etc., that were ap- I’1*'* ,ha» formerly supposed and 
plied to them Today, appellations il appears highly probable that the 
of this kind raise serious doubts most important contributions to 
in informed minds as to the intelli- knowledge in this field will result 
gence and Integrity of individuals from, studies in applied geophysics 
advocating the use of such euphem- rather than from investigations of 
istically named methods or instru- a purely academic nature. 
men~ts for experience and research One real hindrance to the pro- 
have shown that, geophysically, it cress of practical geophysics is the 
Is never a question of directly lo- frequent presence of superficial 
eating a given mineral, but merely anomalies having no bearing upon 
of delimiting its possible occurrence. ore or occurrence. Such ano- 

The fields of geophysics and geol- |nali^ re8alt chiefly from variations 
ogv overlap to a considerable ex- ln be Physical characteristics of 
tent; the former Is primarily con- weathered zones ,md of the drift 
cerned with the physical properties cover, as well as from marked re- 
of rocks and minerals, and the Hef ,n the bedrock surface These 
study of these phenomena also con- variations are erratically distributed 
stitutes a large part of the latter. and- inasmuch as they are seldom 
However, the geologist is concerned apparent to the eye, their Pre- 
only with the physical properties ^nce is unpredictable. The effects 
of rocks and minerals which mani- of, . tb« Rcophysical anomalies to 
fest themselves to his eyes: in this w’hlcb 'hey give rise have to be 
respect he is a highly specialized eliminated, either by suitable tech- 
type of geophysicist. The scope of n'1ue or instruments, m order to 
his work is confined to his range of prevent the masking of deep-seated
vision» although he may extend its an(^ more important, reactions. j. Hartzell at a testimonial banquet
limits _by means of the microscope Phe significance of Diese numer- at the Finlen Hotel here Nov. 8. 
and by such expensive expedients o'»5 factors which have lo be con- Prof. Hartzell was appointed pro
as drilling, test-pitting, and strip- sidered in applied geophysics is fessor of chemistry by President 
ping. Among the tools of his pro- more readily apparent to the geo- Nathan R. Leonard in 1904 and 
fession are the hand lens, micro- legists than to the physicist. It is j except for a leave of absence in 
scope, transit and level, compass n°t strange, therefore, that the ; 1929-30 when he was visiting pro- 
and plane table. The geophysicists, modern trend has been for the fessor of chemistry at Oberlin, serv- 
on the other hand, investigate the actual application of geophysical j ed to the present day and Is still 
•magnetic, electrical, and elastic pro- methods, to pass from the hands of I going strong.
pertles of rocks and minerals as the physicist into those of the geo- | He served under all five of the 
well as their densities. These pro- logist. The former, of course, will presidents at Montana School of 
pertles have no visible physical always occupy an important role, Mines and has the distinction of 
manifestations but their character- chiefly in designing new. apparatus being the only faculty member who 
istics may be studied by means of and in evolving new methods, to has done so. Besides Mr. Leonard, 
suitable methods to varying, and much the same extent that he al- be served under Charles H. Bow- 
often considerable, depths beneath ready participates in other fields of man. Charles H. Clapp, George W. 
the land surface. The apparatus ! science and engineering. Craven, and Dr. Francis A. Thom-
used in this work consists of var- The geophysical apparatus and 
lous types of magnetometers, methods In use today are suffi- 
electrlcal Instruments, seismographs, ciently advanced to reveal hidden 
and gravimeters as well as devices ; features and structures of funda- 
to create or induce artificial energy mental importance; it is now up to 
fields and to propagate impulses the geologist and mining engineer

to give intelligent direction for the 
use of this new aid in prospecting 
and to provide every ' possible key 
for interpreting the results.
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New Dredge 
Operating

1.20 1.25
Sherman Lead.............
Standard Silver Lead
Tamarack ..........
Bunker Hill.....

28 35
14 20
35 38

........15.25 16.00

DRUMMONT:
< r Exploration Co. of San Fran
cisco started operating their new 
• Ircdge near Beamiouth last Sun
day.

-The Star Point-
fm

• SILVER STAR—Operations are 
going along smoothly at the Broad
way and Victoria mines near here, p.,,.,,.-
Both shipping and milling ore are p . n .....
being produced, the latter being i P i pniT ' 
treated at a cyanide plant on the U0,Q *
property. ».aney ................

CURBSw
1.87 2.25
2.12 2.32
1.16 1.30
■ 3% 5%

fk The plant, a new Yuba, lias 
foot buckets and a 

capacity of 300 cubic yards of 
gravel a day. It can dig 40 feet 
to bedrock.

six cubic

OVER THE COUNTER 
Wash. Water Power 104.75 106.00
Mont. Power, Pfd...... 102.00 104.00

M ETALS

J The mines are owned by the Vic
toria Mines, Inc. John T. Potts of 

• Salt Lake City is president of the 
company and Alvin V. Taylor of 

I.VNX SHIPPING, DEVELOPING ! Bu“e ls secretary
_. _ . I These mines are another example
'ARNBT The Lynx mine is be-1 of how modern methods can be

ng operated by a crew of 15 men j used at a profit where old meth- 
and has shipped some high grade ods failed. The properties were
ore. Development work is reported first operated in the 80’s and were
to be progressing satisfactorily.

i
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j Zinc, New York 
Copper, Domestic
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50 LEASERS 
OPERATING 
MUSIGBROD

backed by British capital. The first 
stamp mill In the district was built 
there at that time. This Is the 
same mill that was later moved to 
Marysville where It was used at 
the Old DrumlummonProf. Hartzell Feted 

For 35 Years Service aid
DRUMLUMMON

GARNET—Leasers are working 
the Musigbrod property near here 
and shipping a pood tonnage of high 
grade ore to the Washoe Sampler 
in Butte.

Included in the property are the 
Musigbrod mine and mill and the 
Fourth of July, the Crescent, and 
the Lead King mines. About 50 
men are employed.

The main values are In gold and 
silver, the carrying minerals, being 
sulfides and tellurides.

Though It has operated under 
lease for the past six years, It was 
considered a failure and closed 
about the time of the first World 
War. New metallurgical discoveries, 
however, indicate that the mill 
might be re-designed and renovat
ed and go on a paying basis.

Commemorating 3 5 
years of active service on the part 
of one of the most beloved pro
fessors at Montana School of Mines, 
alumni and faculty members of 
that college honored Prof. Lester

BUTTE his preparatory training at the 
North Deliver High School. He
int®r0ed Colorado School of Mines MARYSVILLE—Royalties recelv- 
10 ;8°9,bat had hiF Sadies inter- ed by the St. Louis Drumlummon 
nipted twice, one time serving a Mines. Inc., from Ralph E. Davis, 
year as deputy state water com-|Inc., of Boisei Idaho have made }t 
missioner.

4

possible to do some repair and ex
ploratory work In the old Drum
lummon mine.

He earned a reputation as a great 
athlete and played flvé years at 
his alma mater, three years for the 
Denver Athletic Club, and several 
years for the famous Butte inde
pendent team at the turn of the 
century. He was called by Don
ald Burton Gillies, president of the 
A. I. M. E. and vice-president of 
the Republic Steel Co., “the great
est fullback in the United States 
while playing for Butte.”

It has long been an unwritten 
rule among graduates that, upon 
visiting their alma mater, they 
must first call on Prof. Hartzell, 
the man who saw almost all of 
them come and go.

August Grunert, manager of the 
Western Iron Works in Butte and 
a member of the class of 1910, was 
chairman of the alumni committee 
for the banquet. Serving on his 
committee were George Vivian, ’17; 
A. E. Adami, ’07: and Wallace 
O’Brien. ’23. Prof. W. T. Scott 
headed the faculty committee and 
was assisted by Dr. Curtis L. 
Wilson and Dr. A. E. Koenig.

The Maskelyne tunnel is being 
retimbered and retracked. A new 
flume will be installed and the No. 
1 station cleaned out preparatory 
to unwatering the lower levels. 
A certain amount of rehabilitation 
work will he continued throughout 
the winter.

O. B. Suck of St. Louis, Mis
souri, president, is at Marysville 
and plans to remain there in charge 
of the work.

The Davis project is a dragline 
and floating washing plant oper
ation, working on placer claims own
ed by the company on Silver 
Creek about five miles below the 
St. Louis Drumlummon lode mines.

«

DANDY 1 NULL WORKING 
GARNET—The new mill of the 

Dandy mine was put into opera
tion a short time ago and has 
been working successfully. Though 
only 25 men are being employed 
at the present, plans are being 
made to increase production and 
hire a larger crew.

son.
All but the first nine graduates 

of the institution and a few recent 
graduate students who were study
ing for advanced degrees have sat 
in his classes* In addition to those 
who graduated he also trained 
many students In fire assaying dur
ing their stay In school. ,

Prof. Hartzell’s home was in 
Golden. Colorado, and he received

Nancy Hanks 
Mill Operating

HAVE YOU A

Mine for Sale?within the ground. I
At first it was thought that, by 

adequate experimentation and the 
amassing of sufficient information, 
geophysics could be developed into
an exact science so that the cor- geophysical work are built for , 
rect Interpretation of geophysical field use so most of them are self-
anomalies observed in the field contained and easy to handle. The:_«|n|| An IIHill 
could be determined by the appll- effects of the inevitable superficial: I Ilf I II If if U If If il||l 
cation of suitable mathematical for-! irregularities are either automa- | ■ n m ws
mulas. The physical , properties tically eliminated or else they may mw
of minerals, rock, and ore samples he avoided by controlling the “depth |l||()Vp|*|* I Millr 
were therefore carefully investigated at which the characteristics of the \ ■ ■■Wl ■ IvlllVfc

NO BROKERAGE 
Write tor Details to Property 

Department
Metals & Minerals Research 

Bureau
9 Sutter St, San Francisco 

or your
Local Chamber of Commerce

GARNET—Though the cyanide
plant at the Nancy Hanks mine has 
been used for treating low grade 
rock on the dumps all summer it is 
expected
will be mined shortly as a result 
of further development work.

This mine, which has a long pro
ducing record, has been repaired 
and the shaft deepened with 
couraglng results.

All the instruments employed in
4

that new milling oreOPENS PLACER NONE

WHITEFISH—S. I. Stokes left 
Wednesday for his placer gold mine 
on the Kootenai river near Ural. 
He said that machinery had been 
delivered which will enable him to 
turn over 1,000 yards of gravel 
daily. He has been doing prelim
inary work on this mine for several 
years.

en-
and accurately measured. At the | underlying formations are deter- 
same time countless experiments :mined. The results obtained ure in 
were carried out on small-scale'such a simple form that they can 
models in which different geological j he plotted on maps or diagrams and 
conditions and combinations of con- ' expressed in quantities from which 
ditions were duplicated, and the the geologist can make his inter
geophysical phenomena thus arti- pretation easily, that Is, translate 
ficially reproduced were studied, the geophysical data into terms of 
Methods which functioned perfectly, geology, formations, or structure, 
in these experiments were develop- and thus indicate and outline areas 
ed as well as criteria for the inter- where the mining man should have 
pretation of the results obtained the best chances of finding ore 
by their use. However, when the mineralization.
scene of experimentation was trans- j Success in geophysical work re
ferred to the field, perplexing re- quires that definite geological in
sults were often obtained and con- ' formation be used as a starting 
siderable experimental work on point and as a constant check, 
rocks and ores in their natural Preliminary tests should he made 
states was necessary before the where the geological formations 
reason for the anomalous geophysl- and structural relations are accur- 
cal reactions became apparent, ately known.

Much new experience and a great
er knowledge of the physical con
ditions surrounding ore deposits as 
well as clues to new methods of 
attacking certain structural prob
lems have been obtained from work- 

Such measurements ing out the problems in the field 
under natural conditions. Ore de
posits can often he detected at 
much greater distances than can be 
accounted for theoretically, and 
these can (be confirmed by small- 
scale experiments. It often be
comes evident that the ore-forming 
processes have altered and changed 
to a considerable degree, the physi
cal characteristics of the rocks In 
which the ore bodies occur. Zones 
of shearing, alteration, or secondary 
minerals often surround ore bodies. 
Sometimes the ore mineralization 
extends far into the wall rock in 
gradually decreasing amounts. Such 
zones of scant mineralization, al
teration. and shearing, etc., differ 
physically from the wall rock and 
it is' often possible in a geophysical 
survey to trace such zones and. by 
following them, indicate the pre
sence of tbje ore hqdy. Some
times the mineralizing solutions 
have penetrated to a considerable 
distance from the ore body itself 
into the country rock along frac
tures and fault planes, along zones 
of shearing or geolo-glcal contacts, 
and such far-reaching branches, 
mineralized fissures, or alteration 
products may he easily traced geo
physically, leading to the discovery 
of the main deposit.

A great deal of geophysical work 
can be done underground. Mag
netic, potential, resistivity, electro
magnetic. and direct-contact meth
ods, as well as various combinations 
of them all, have been tried out 
successfully and there is a great 
future for this type of work, which 
should he carried out In close co-

FIREPROOF
VIRGINIA CITY—Leslie Taylor 

is now running the Prospect mine 
one mile below this city in Alder 
Gulch.

This property was formerly op
erated by the Virginia City Gold 
Mining Co.

There is a 75 ton flotation 
plant on the property and about 
22 men are employed between min
ing and surface operations.

Leggat Hotel
MINES BROKERAGE 

COMPANY BUTTE. MONTANA 

Alex Leggat, Prop. 

Rates, »1.30 op

MINING ENGINEERS 
, GEOLOGISTS 

MINING MEN WELCOME

*. k. runt. J. BBdXNEB P. O. Box 775 

Helena, Montana 

GOLD PROPERTIES FOR SALE. 

Syndicate Management

BRUNNER & PEREY
ASSAYING, ORE TESTING, 

CONSULTING 
11 BROADWAY

HBLKNA,
MONTANA

P. O. Box 7*4 
2718-Woperation with the mining engineer 

and geologist.
Until recently, prospecting for ore 

deposits has mostly been carried 
out by magnetic and electrical 
methods, hut new improvements 
have made It possible to adapt also 
the principles of seismic and gravi
metric methods. Under favorable 
conditions, it is now quite possible 
by carefully carried out electrical,' 
seismic, and gravimetric measure
ments to calculate the approximate 
mass of an ore body and thus, par
ticularly if the body Is partly de
veloped through a few test pits or 
drill holes, an approximate idea of 
the tonnage can he obtained.

Pho

HENRY M. LANCASTER #■

Highly accurate determinations 
of the Physical properties of min
erals anTT mineral combinations, car
ried out upon specimens in labora
tories, were discovered to he mis
leading for the purpose of applied 
geophysics, 
stress the physical contrasts be
tween various materials beyond the 
limits actually occurring in the field. 
In practice, the physical properties 
of minerals and rock samples are of 
considerably less - importance than 
those of whole rock formations or 
bodies of rock in situ; the accuracy 
of Individual property determina
tions Is less Important than a large 
number of approximation? which 
give good average values for rock 
masses as they occur in nature. Until 
recent times, the study of the phy
sical properties of large geological 
units, in place, has been difficult 
to accomplish.

Dame Nature is a creature of 
such infinite variety that attempts 
to reproduce her moods artificially 
can never he wholly successful. For 
example, experimentation has shown 
that the conductivities of rocks vary 
with the amount and composition of 
the moisture they contain. However, 
the number of conditions affecting 
these two factors was not appre
ciated until considerable field work 
had been carried out. The compo
sition of the moisture was found 
to depend upon Its origin < meteoric, 
connate, or Juvenile), the climatic 
c conditions, temperature* composi
tion of the boat rock and of the 
strata traversed, and the position 
of the host rock In relation to the 
ground-water table. The amount 
of moisture was found to he gov
erned by the poroeltY and degree 
of saturation of the rocks; the 
porosity, in turn, being determined 
by the texture of the rock, and the 
saturation by the climate and po-

MINING ENGINEER 
Ü. S. MINERAL SURVEY

10 Pittsburgh Block

SAMPLING
♦

tMONTANAHELENA,

W. B. FINLAY,. CP.A.
GENERAL, MINING 

AND
OIL FIELD ACCOUNTING

is the process of obtaining from a 
lot of ore a smaller quantity that 
contains, in unchanged percentages, 
all the constituents of the original lot" 

—U. 8. BUREAU OF MINES.

■<

“GEOPHYSICAL PROSPECTING PAYS”
a r * îj»î mi in

Map Rich Pocket«, Veina, Ore Shoot« 
Field Survey» — Equipment Sales 

WRITE

R. BURTON ROSE, M. A.
1255 ( Matins

AUDITS, SYSTEMS
TAX SERVICE
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First National Bank Bldg. 

GREAT FALLS, MONTANASan J oar, California This is one of our regular jobs. 
I>iring the past 25 years, our Washoe 
Sampler has sampled and purchased 
for cash millions of tons of gold, silver 
and copper ores and concentra tee. at 
the rate of 1,600 tone a day. . . .

WESTERNJjIRON WORKS «

-Phone 2-39661400 East Second Street

MONTANA

ANACONDABUTTE,

Specialists in Large and Small
MACHINERY REPAIRS

#]

Copper Mining Company

Butte, Montana

LARGE, WELL-EQUIPPED MACHINE SHOP

IRON AND BRASS FOUNDRY—ELECTRIC AND 
ACETYLENE WELDING AND BLACKSMITH SHOP

f

/PORTABLE ELECTRIC WELDING EQUIPMENT 
WITH GASOLINE POWER

4


